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Multicolor Printing House is a dynamically developing family business that has operated in Poland and Europe since 
2004. Our Company provides services relating to offset printing, digital printing and printing materials processing 
including full scope of binding works and graphic design.

Multicolor is leading manufacturer of booklet labels, folding boxes and rigid boxes
on the Polish market.

Our own technology of manufacturing booklet labels allows us to produce 
even small volumes of labels in a short time and at competitive prices.

Multicolor systematically improves its qualifications and invests in modern 
equipment of leading manufacturers in printing industry and also develops 
its own production technologies.

The Company ensures that new production technologies are environmentally friendly. 

The strict quality control system guarantees the highest quality at each stage 
of the production process.

Our modern head office and production plant Multicolor are located in Jarosław.
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Labels LABELS48h — unique design solutions and short lead time

Varied functionalities and customized solutions
Our new line of booklet labels includes 10 patterns of booklet labels with various functionalities, such as, e.g.: 
ergonomic design for ease of opening, improved legibility of information, increased safety, variable marking, easy 
application on round containers, ease of recycling. Due to these features you may choose the label pattern that is 
most suitable for your project.

Ready in 48 hours!
Our new line of the booklet labels LABELS48h’s feature is 48-hour lead time what results from:
▪ new technology of printing, 
▪ quick production of offset printing plates in our plant Multicolor,
▪ technology of automated die cutting,
▪ automated process of booklet label quality control.

Short production series at attractive prices
Our new line of booklet labels LABELS48h enables production of any short series up to 5000 pieces at attractive 
prices that are characteristic of large series. Due to our new production technology we have optimized the unit 
cost of production.
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High quality printing
All components of labels, folding & rigid boxes, leaflets, etc i.e. both base labels and inserts, 
are printed using the same technology - offset printing - what results in very high print resolution that is uniform 
for the entire product and provides excellent legibility of the information contained in the labels.
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Production Technologies

Following printing technologies are installed in our factory:
▪ Sheet feed machine B1 format (possible print UV INKS)- 6color + 2 varnish 
▪ Sheet feed machine B1 format (possible print UV INKS)- 5color + varnish 
▪ Sheet feed machine B2 format - 5color + varnish 
▪ Roll print machines up to 430mm width printing

▪ 5 colors offset printing + varnish (flexo unit) + die cutting 
▪ 6 colors offset printing + varnish (flexo unit) + die cutting 
▪ 6 colors offset printing + varnish (flexo unit) + die cutting 
▪ 10 colors (units) possible print from glue side 5 colors, cold stamping, + die cutting 2 units
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Express customization and design
Each of our 10 new label templates is available in the form of an editable graphic file on 
our website and may be downloaded free of charge from: sklep.multicolordrukarnia.pl 
and labels48h.com. Multicolor graphic department can adapt each template of our 
new labels to individual customer’s needs on the basis of the order specification.

Variable marking of labels and additional safeguards
In our new design line of labels, we have introduced the templates that facilitate variable marking using the industrial printing 
technology. Additionally, we offer also other solutions 
that protect against unauthorized opening of the label and against counterfeit products.

Guaranteed Multicolor quality 
The automated quality control for our new line of products, LABELS48h, facilitates quick and 
at the same time reliable detection of any product faults what is essential for our labels to be 
of highest quality and for the production time to be shortened.

Our printing works strives to be environmentally friendly , due to environmental reasons we invest 
in renewable energy sources such as solar panels. Materials are purchased from FSC-certified 
manufacturers and we are also in the process of introducing FSC certification ourselves. We use 
both technologies of printing water-based and UV inks where water-based printing technology 
is base technology for printing carton boxes.

▪ We have an ISO 9001:2015 quality management system.

▪ We cooperate with various manufacturers throughout Europe
our products are mainly labels and cardboard packaging.
Our  main customers include companies from agrochemical 
and also pharma industry such as BASF, ADAMA, CIECH Poland,
Herbapol Poland, Prolab Poland, ICB Poland.
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Commercial Contact:
Bart Bujak 

mobile:  +48 515 448 437
e-mail: biuro@multicolordrukarnia.pl

Commercial Representative in EU:
Thomas Dittus

mobile:  +49 175 1833741
e-mail: thomas.dittus@totalpartners.de 

Our modern head office and production plant 
Multicolor is located in Jaroslaw, Poland:

Zaklad Wielobranzowy
Drukarnia Multicolor

Widna Gora, Rozwienicka 111 St.,
Post-code: 37-500 Jaroslaw, Poland


